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RACING IN
THE PARK
We were delighted to have 35 cars on the grid (DS)
We had wet conditions at the start of the race (PF)

Thank you to all the drivers that joined us at
Oulton Park for the last Equipe GTS race of 2017
(apart from the 3 Hour Relay at the end of the
month). We were delighted to field 35 cars for the
event and very pleased to welcome 4 new drivers
to the series; Bob Binfield, Michael Boyle, Niall
Sinclair and Tom Andrew.
The circuit is one of the most picturesque on the
race calendar, nestled in a beautiful location with
spectacular views of the Cheshire countryside.
The tight corners, blind crests and rapidly
changing gradients make this is a real favourite
with the drivers too. For several of our drivers it
was their first ever time at Oulton, and for Niall
Sinclair it was his first ever race.

Michael Boyle flew over 11,000 miles to race with us (DS)
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POLE FOR PENROSE
For the qualifying session it was a case of the
early bird catching the worm: Will Penrose
elected to get out on track at the start of the
session and was able to claim pole with a very
rapid time of 2:05.775, nearly one second clear
of his closest rival Tom Smith. Rob Cull made
up the final place in the top 3 with Simon Cripps
in P4.

Will Penrose took pole position (DS)

As we so often see in Equipe GTS we had a
large selection of drivers all with a similar time;
just 3 seconds separated David Beresford in P7
all the way down to Nick Mountford in P16. Ollie
Friend in the Green Austin Healy Sprite
qualified very well considering it was his first
time on the circuit; he set a time of 2:13.389 to
take P21. He was closely followed by Michael
Boyle in P22, just 0.15 seconds behind in his
MGB. Michael was by far our longest distance
competitor; he had travelled over 11,000 miles
from the from the USA just to race with us.

The beautiful Gilbern Coupe of Bob Binfield (DS)
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TOM SMITH
TAKES VICTORY

Tom Smith on his way to overall victiory (PF)

Will Penrose was able to make a
good start in the race and retained
the lead for the opening laps. Tom
Smith was never far behind, less
than half a second separated them
after 7 laps and a brief safety car
period. Tom was able to make the
best of the compulsory pitstop to
come out in front and despite his
best efforts to close the gap it was
Smith that came home in front
around 5 seconds clear of Penrose.
Mark Ashworth and Simon Cripps
enjoyed a very close battle for third
place. Rob Cull was forced to retire
with mechanical issues on lap 9, and
Mark was able to keep Cripps at bay
to claim P3 overall.

Tom Allen in the Triumph TR4 (DS)
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Ollie Friend took P15 overall (DS)

Pete Foster took a very credible P5 in what
may be his last race with Equipe GTS, he
announced after the prize giving that he will
be hanging up his race overalls at the end
of the season having been racing for over
40 years.
Pete has been a great asset to the series; a
real gentleman driver and multiple race
winner. Ivan Hayward in the red TVR was
able to make a good start and progress
from his starting place of P14 to take P9 at
the chequered flag.

Pete Foster lead Mike Lillywhite (DS)

We saw a great display of driving standards
during the race, despite the huge grid all
cars made it around safely, with the only
retirements due to mechanical issues as
opposed to on-track incidents. We would
like to thank all our drivers for a clean and
very exciting race; something we take pride
in at Equipe GTS.
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Our race at Oulton Park concluded what
has been a truly exceptional season for us;
double grids at Silverstone for MG Live
and Brands Hatch plus full entries for all
other races. We hope this is a trend that
continues and we thank you all for your
support this year.
We still have the 3 Hour Relay to look
forward to at the end of the month, plus the
end of year prize giving on 11th November.
Tickets are now available, click here for
further details.

Chris Berry leads Niall Sinclair (DS)

We hope to see you at Silverstone for the 3 Hour Relay
Best Regards
John and Rob

Paul Andrew leads Andrew Bentley (DS)
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